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Increasing demand for meat products combined with farm labor shortages has resulted in
a need to develop new real-time solutions to monitor animals effectively. Extracting valuable
information about pigs from video data is a challenging problem. The focus of this thesis
is to apply computer vision techniques on animal video feeds to ensure high throughput
monitoring of livestock.
We first consider a pig dataset acquired in controlled lab environments and apply state-of-
the-art action recognition methods to it. The ‘Pig Novelty Preference Behavioral Dataset’
is used to train and validate the performance of different models. We obtain an accuracy
of more than 93% and a precision of more than 90% for predicting pig behavior. We open-
source our code and annotated dataset at https://github.com/AIFARMS/NOR-behavior-
recognition
We then consider a pig dataset acquired in farm environments. Significant progress has
been made in continuously locating individual pigs using tracking-by-detection methods.
However, these methods fail for oblong pens because a single fixed camera does not cover
the entire floor at adequate resolution. We address this problem by using multiple cameras,
placed such that the visual fields of adjacent cameras overlap, and together they span the
entire floor. Avoiding breaks in tracking requires inter-camera handover when a pig crosses
from one camera’s view into that of an adjacent camera. We identify the adjacent camera
and the shared pig location on the floor at the handover time using inter-view homography.
Additionally, we estimate the time spent at the feeder and drinker for each pig based on
proximity to the feeder or drinker. For evaluating the detection module, we use the usual
average height (precision) of the precision-recall curve; we obtain 99% for Intersection over
Union threshold of 50%. We open-source our code and annotated dataset at https://
github.com/AIFARMS/multi-camera-pig-tracking
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In order for societies to thrive, they need food. As such, food supplies, from delivery
chains to the creation of goods, are critical for the functioning of modern societies. We often
don’t give a second thought to our food and where it comes from. However, modern food
supplies face increasing threats, from global warming reducing arable land to ever-reducing
profit margins on farming and livestock management. Because of this, the need to improve
the efficiency of the food supply chain is becoming ever more critical.
As production is intensified to meet the increased demands, producers are confronted
with increasing pressure to provide quality care for an increasing number of animals per
management unit. This will become even more challenging with predicted labor shortages
for farm jobs in the future. Without quality care, some early signs of animal abnormalities
may not be detected timely. Consequently, the productivity and health of animals and
the economic benefits of farmers may be compromised. Supportive technologies for animal
farming are therefore needed for data collection and analysis and decision-making. To that
end, Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) has been widely adopted in animal production.
The term “PLF” was proposed in the 1st European Conference on Precision Livestock
Farming, and since then, PLF-related technologies have been increasingly developed. Tools
adopting the PLF concept feature continuous and real-time monitoring and/or big data
collection and analysis that serve to assist producers in management decisions and provide
early detection and prevention of disease and production inefficiencies. PLF tools also offer
objective measures of animal behaviors and phenotypes as opposed to subjective measures
done by human observers, thus avoiding human observation bias. These tools can help to
provide evidence-based strategies to improve facility design and farm management. As these
precision tools offer many benefits to advance animal production, efforts have been dedicated
to developing different types of PLF tools. Among them, computer vision systems are one
of the popular tools utilized in the animal sector [1].
In an application of a computer vision system, animals are monitored by cameras installed
at fixed locations, such as ceilings and passageways, or onto mobile devices like rail systems,
ground robots, and drones. Recording units (e.g., network video recorder or digital video
recorder) acquire images or videos at different views (top, side, or front view) and various
types (e.g., RGB, depth, thermal, etc.). Recordings are saved and transferred to processing
units for further analysis. Processing units are computers or cloud computing servers. In
some real-time applications, recording and processing units may be integrated as the same
units by leveraging edge computing. Models in processing units are used to extract infor-
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mation of interest and determine the quality of results, thus being the core components in
computer vision systems[2].
Conventionally, processing models are created using image processing methods, machine
learning algorithms, or combinations of the two. Deep learning techniques, further developed
from conventional machine learning, are representation-learning methods and can discover
features (or data representation) automatically from raw data without extensive engineer-
ing knowledge on feature extraction. Some key enabler deep learning algorithms, such as
convolutional neural networks and transfer learning, have completely changed the percep-
tion of information processing. The development of transfer learning, which is a technique
that transfers pre-trained weights from large public datasets into customized applications,
along with the development of powerful deep learning frameworks, has broken down barriers
between computer science and other sciences, including animal sciences. Therefore deep
learning techniques are increasingly adopted for PLF applications [3].
In this thesis, we explore the question: is it possible to improve the efficiency of livestock
monitoring and expedite research in this field, through the use of computer vision and deep
learning? Towards this goal, we construct two novel animal monitoring systems. In the first
system, we observe the behavior of piglets in a controlled lab setting and build models to
predict their behavior using state-of-the-art action recognition techniques. We then set up
a research camera testbed for the second monitoring system, where large pigs are monitored
in an uncontrolled farm setting. A novel multi-camera tracking system is built to detect and
track pigs across multiple camera views.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related work in
the application of vision-based systems for monitoring livestock. Chapter 3 describes the
components of analyzing the behavior of pigs for novel objects using deep learning. Chapter
4 dives deeper into the specifics of building a global tracking system for pigs. Chapter 5
contains the concluding remarks for the thesis along with some future directions in the field
of livestock monitoring.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we will briefly discuss the application of Computer Vision for monitoring
livestock. We will first provide a primer on the evolution of state-of-the-art deep learning
techniques and then proceed to describe the recent works in applying these techniques in
tracking the location of pigs and identifying their behavior. We conclude with the research
opportunities in this space and the problems we explore in this thesis.
2.1 DEEP LEARNING
2.1.1 Object Detection and Tracking
As a longstanding, fundamental, and challenging problem in computer vision, object de-
tection has been an active area of research for several decades. Given an image, the goal is to
determine whether or not there are instances of objects from predefined categories present in
the image and, if present, to return the spatial location and extent of each instance. State-
of-the-art methods for general object detection consist of feature generation networks and
detection networks. [4] is a typical proposal-based detector that uses extracted proposals
[5]. Faster R-CNN [6] further integrates the proposal generation step into CNNs. These
earlier architectures ([7], [8], [6]) for object detection consisted of two distinct stages – a
region proposal network that performs object localization and a classifier for detecting the
types of objects in the proposed regions. Computationally, these can be very expensive and
therefore ill-suited for real-world, real-time applications. Single-shot models, such as Single
Shot Detector (SSD) [9] and YOLO[10], encapsulate both localization and detection tasks
in a single forward pass of the network, resulting in significantly faster detections.
The problem of Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) consists of following the trajectory of dif-
ferent objects in a sequence, usually a video. In recent years, with the rise of Deep Learning,
the algorithms that provide a solution to this problem have benefited from the representa-
tional power of deep models. The most widely used methods for feature extraction are based
on subtle modifications of convolutional neural networks. Simple Online Realtime Tracking
(SORT) algorithm exploits this recent advancement in CNNs and uses classical tracking
methods like Kalman Filters and Hungarian Algorithm to achieve accurate object tracking
[11]. The SORT algorithm was later refined with deep features, and this new version was
called DeepSORT [12]. Apart from deep learning based filters, there has been advancements
in Discriminative Correlation Filters (DCF) based trackers. Since the MOSSE [13] was first
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introduced for adaptive tracking using DCF, a series of improvements [14][15][16] have been
made to this tracker to achieve more accurate, robust, and efficient tracking.
2.1.2 Action Recognition
Traditional Approach: Initial approaches in Computer Vision algorithms can be ma-
jorly branched into three conventional steps to predict object or actions in image frames.
First, high dimensional features in a local region of a video are extracted densely or sparsely
from points of interest. Second, these extracted features are then combined using hierarchi-
cal or k-means clustering into fixed-size video-level feature encoding. Third, use a classifier
like Random Forest or Support Vector Machines to predict using those encoders. A state-of-
the-art technique called improved Dense Trajectories (iDT) [17] was devised using densely
sampled trajectory features. Later, 3D convolutions gave a breakthrough and made major
changes in the way spatio-temporal information was combined.
Deep Learning Approach: In 2014, Andrej Karpathy [18] introduced multiple ways to
fuse temporal dimension using a 2D pre-trained network of convolutions. Experimentation
with late fusion, early fusion, single frame fusion, and slow fusion did not produce significant
results due to the inability to capture motion features. To deal with this challenge, Simmoyan
and Zisserman [19] explicitly modeled two network streams; one of them stacked optical flow
vectors and one for spatial context. This method reflected results with improved performance
but it had some drawbacks. Predictions were obtained by taking an average of predictions
from sampled clips. This process misses out on long-term temporal information which was
supposed to be stored in learned features.
Advancing research in action recognition led to the development of fusion algorithms such
as Long-Term Recurrent Convolutional Network (LRCN) [20] which combines RNN with
CNN instead of a stream-based network to improve encoder-decoder architecture for video
representation. Yao et al. [21] introduced a mechanism using CNN-RNN encoder-decoder
framework for capturing global context and local spatiotemporal features. Later, algorithms
such as I3D[22], T3D[23], TSN[24], and others contributed heavily to improving temporal
3D convolutional networks.
2.2 APPLICATIONS OF DEEP LEARNING FOR MONITORING PIGS
The advantages of computer vision systems lie in non-invasive and monitoring. As such,
these systems allow information extraction with minimal external interferences (e.g. human
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adjustment of sensors) at an affordable cost. As a result, these systems are seen to be as
a viable alternative to RFID-based systems. In this section, we discuss the application of
deep learning on top of such computer vision systems.
2.2.1 Detection and Tracking of Pigs
Tracking individual animals in a group setting is an exigent task for computer vision and
animal science researchers. When the objective is months of uninterrupted tracking and
the targeted animals lack discernible differences in their physical characteristics, this task
introduces significant challenges. To address these challenges, tracking-by-detection methods
have been proposed. [25] cast detection as a segmentation task. The four semantic parts of
the animal (ears, shoulder, and tail) are detected and tracked using a Fully Convolutional
Network and the Hungarian algorithm. In addition, the authors provide a dataset with 2000
images from multiple pens, which is publicly available.
In [26] a TinyYOLO [10] architecture is employed to detect pigs from infrared videos. The
authors place much focus on execution speed, as the target platform is an embedded device.
Images are acquired from a single pen and the training set includes 2904 images, while the test
comprises 1000 images. The authors also approach the same task using traditional computer
vision algorithms in [27]. They propose a method to detect pigs under various illumination
conditions by combining information from depth and infrared images, using spatio-temporal
interpolation. Similarly, in [28] the bounding boxes are replaced with ellipses, which are
detected through a segmentation network. An encoder-decoder architecture is trained with
multiple losses to segment individual instances, using the notion of the outer and inner
edge of the animal. [29] uses an SSD architecture to perform detection. A tag-box is then
extracted from each detected animal to perform tracking using a variation of the MOSSE
[13] tracking algorithm.
2.2.2 Behavioral Recognition of Pigs
Pigs exhibit different behaviors in different conditions. Under normal environmental con-
ditions, pigs perform daily behaviors such as eating, drinking, and excreting. Sows may
perform maternal behaviors such as nesting and nursing. Boars may perform sexual behav-
iors such as mounting. When the living environment changes or pigs feel uncomfortable, pigs
may perform abnormal behaviors such as lethargy, attacking, and tail biting. It is proved
that pig behavior will change due to sickness [30]. Therefore, the supervision of pig behavior
is essential in precision pig farming.
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[31] develops a novel method to automatically identify and locate tail-biting interactions
in group-housed pigs. They employ a tracking-by-detection algorithm to simplify the group-
level behavior to pairwise interactions. A convolution neural network (CNN) and a recurrent
neural network (RNN) are combined to extract the spatial-temporal features and classify
behavior categories. [32] proposes a pig behavior recognition network with a spatiotemporal
convolutional network based on the SlowFast network architecture for behavior classification
of five categories - feeding, lying, motoring, scratching, and mounting. [33] took image
frames and optical flow from videos as two-stream input objects to fully extract the temporal
and spatial behavioral characteristics. They create a standard pig video behavior dataset
that included 1000 videos of feeding, lying, walking, scratching, and mounting from five
kinds of different behavioral actions of pigs under natural conditions and apply two-stream
convolutional network models based on deep learning, including I3D and TSN.
2.3 OPPORTUNITIES
In this thesis, we build two computer vision systems for monitoring pigs. In chapter 3,
we build behavioral recognition models on an existing clean dataset provided by Dilger Lab
at UIUC and understand the challenges in building deep learning models for a controlled
lab environment. From the literature, we observe that there is a lack of open-source vision
datasets for tracking pigs across multiple pen views. Moving on to chapter 4, we present our
research testbed for capturing pigs in farm environments. We then develop a novel multi-
camera pig tracking algorithm to assign a global identity to each animal across multiple
views.
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CHAPTER 3: VISION-BASED BEHAVIORAL RECOGNITION OF
NOVELTY PREFERENCE IN PIGS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, video-based action recognition has become a popular field of research in
deep learning. Over the decade, this technology has evolved to produce reliable outcomes in
real-time activity recognition based on a large collection of data sets such as UCF101 and
Sports1M. There are a large number of applications in the domain of robotics, healthcare,
human-computer interaction systems, traffic monitoring, and control, etc [34].
One primary application of deep learning is to automatically annotate datasets. Visual
research data, consisting of videos, often need to be annotated manually for extracting
insightful metrics. Instead of manually annotating videos by utilizing human labor, these
tasks can be offloaded to a robust Deep Learning model that can score videos in a much
efficient manner. Such Deep learning-based behavioral analysis has found to reach human
accuracy and is capable of outperforming commercial solutions [35].
In this chapter, we focus on applying state-of-the-art action recognition techniques on a
specific video dataset, referred to as the ‘Pig Novelty Preference Behavioral Dataset’. This
dataset consists of videos of pigs carrying out a task, wherein it either explores the area
in which it is contained or investigates a novel object of interest. Using this dataset, we
classify the movements of the pig into two categories: “Explore” and “Investigate”, using
action recognition techniques adopted in Computer Vision. We then proceed to evaluate
the performance of the models across different accuracy and computational metrics. We
conclude by discussing some common shortcomings of deep learning models for this specific
task.
3.2 BACKGROUND
3.2.1 Novel Object Recognition Task in Pigs
A validated novel object recognition task is used to assess recognition memory in pigs[36]
[37][38]. The performance on this task can be used to compare the development of recognition
memory between control and test groups of pigs. To conduct the behavioral assessment of
learning and memory, pigs are placed in an open arena, which provides 36 square feet
(72”x72”) of space for exploration. The walls of the arena are 45.5” tall, and the floor
is composed of plastic, fully-slatted flooring that allows for various objects to be secured
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Figure 3.1: Novel Object Recognition arena
during familiarization and test phases of behavioral testing. A video camera (Phoenix GigE
Camera - 6.3MP, Sony IMX178 CMOS Sensor: 3072 x 2078 px at 19.5 FPS with a Tamron
C-Mount 4-13mm Manual Iris Varifocal Lens) is mounted 88” above the center of the arena
to record all movement and behavior of pigs for subsequent analysis.
Testing begins at the beginning of postnatal week 3 and consists of habituation, familiar-
ization, and test phases. During the habituation phase, an individual pig is placed in the
empty testing arena (no objects mounted to the floor) for 10-min of unattended exploration
on two consecutive days leading up to the familiarization phase. In the familiarization phase,
an individual pig is placed in the arena containing two identical objects and provided 5 min-
utes of unattended exploration. After a 24-hour delay, the pig is returned to the arena for
the test phase where one object from the familiarization phase along with a novel object is
secured to the floor. The pig is again allowed 5 minutes of unattended exploration. Object
pairs chosen for investigation were previously validated, with pigs expressing no inherent
bias for any individual object, and the object pairs were matched for color, size, and interest
to the pig. Pig behavior (i.e., exploration of objects) in the testing arena is recorded and
later analyzed via a human scorer. Figure 3.1 depicts the arena in which the experiments
are conducted.
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3.2.2 Action Recognition Methods
LRCN
(a) LRCN pipeline [20]
(b) LRCN: CNN encoder (c) LRCN: RNN decoder
Figure 3.2: LRCN architecture
The broader idea for Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks (LRCN), as described
in [20], is to encode every frame using a Convolutional Neural Network to capture spatial fea-
tures in the frame and then pass these features from consecutive frames through a Recurrent
Neural Network to capture the temporal variations in the frame. Figure 3.2a summarizes
the approach. The final prediction layer of a pre-trained ResNet-18 network is removed and
used as a CNN feature extractor. Given an input image, a 512-dimensional feature vector
is generated. The extracted features for 30 frames are stacked together and then passed
through an LSTM to predict the action class for the stack of frames. Figure 3.2b depicts
the architecture adopted for the CNN encoder and Figure 3.2c depicts the RNN decoder.
C3D
C3D[39] is a state-of-the-art architecture used for learning spatio-temporal features by
convolving over segmented volumes of videos. A C3D network pretrained on the Sports1M
dataset is used to capture the spatio-temporal variation in a clip of 30 frames, and the
output of the fc6 layer is used to extract a single 4096-dimensional feature vector. A Binary
Classifier is built which uses these feature vectors as input to predict the class label, as
depicted in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: C3D architecture
TSM
Since 3D-CNN-based methods can achieve good performance but are computationally
intensive, the RGB variant of TSM [40] is explored for action recognition. The key idea
in TSM is similar to LRCN, where features for each frame in a clip are extracted using
a backbone Convolutional Neural Network. But instead of training a Recurrent Neural
Network, the features are pooled using a Temporal Shift Module to obtain a prediction for
the clip. The model is trained using a TSM network with ResNet18 as the backbone and
takes in RGB sequences of frames as input.
3.3 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the efficacy of the models described in the previous section to
see how they perform compared to a human annotator. We train and validate our model
on the ‘Pig Novelty Preference Behavioral Dataset’ and report accuracy and computational
metrics for every model. In order to capture the variations in continuous action recognition,
we devise a new annotation metric and compare the models against that metric.
3.3.1 Pig Novelty Preference Behavioral Dataset
To have a consistent notation, a single clip is defined as a contiguous set of frames (images),
and a video is defined as a continuous set of clips.
The ‘Pig Novelty Preference Behavioral Dataset’ is provided by the Dilger Lab in the
Department of Animal Sciences. The dataset contains a total of 20 videos, each of which is
5.5 min in duration. The videos were captured at a resolution of 1024x1024 and at 30 frames
per second (fps). Each video contains only one pig, and all pigs are in the same environment.
The videos are annotated with time ranges for investigations made by the pig for the left
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and the right object. The annotations were made at the frame level because it provides the
highest granularity possible for pinpointing the starting and stopping of pig behaviors. At
this rate, human scorers have the best opportunity to generate precise timeframes of the
investigation of objects.
Figure 3.4: Histogram of number of frames per action clip
For the purpose of training action recognition models, the raw videos were pre-processed
to extract clips of relevant actions using the time intervals specified in the annotations.
Plotting a histogram of the number of clips for a given activity bucketed against the number
of frames per clip shows that a pig can spend up to 3 seconds investigating an object, as
depicted in Figure 3.4. To maintain consistency while training the deep learning models,
all the clips which contained less than 60 frames are removed and all the bigger clips are
fragmented into smaller clips having exactly 60 frames each. Thus, 1134 and 1109 clips are
used for class ‘explore’ and ‘investigate’ respectively, and every clip contains 60 frames each.
Since the dataset is balanced, there is no need to remove bias by boosting the samples of
the data under consideration.
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3.3.2 Training Procedure
For the training procedure, a consistent training and validation split of 75%-25% is main-
tained. Hence, we use 1682 clips for training and 561 clips for validation.
LRCN
Each frame is resized to 224x224 and normalized using the mean and standard deviation
of the ImageNet dataset. The cross-entropy loss is minimized for 30 epochs with a learning
rate of 0.0001 using Adam optimizer. We can see that the model is performing really well
after 5 epochs itself, and an accuracy of 93% is obtained on the validation set.
Figure 3.5: LRCN training curve
C3D
Feature Extraction: A different approach is followed for training the C3D model. Each
frame is resized to a resolution of 128x171 and normalized using the mean and standard
deviation used for training the C3D model on the Sports1M dataset. C3D features for all
the clips in the dataset are extracted and stored as a 4096-dimensional vector per clip, in a
NumPy array.
Binary Classifier: A binary classifier is trained for the pre-computed features. The binary
cross-entropy loss is minimized for 20 epochs with a learning rate of 0.001 using Adam
optimizer. Since the majority of the computation is done in the Feature Extraction step, the
model is trained within few minutes on a CPU and the performance is depicted in Figure 3.6.
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The model reaches an accuracy of over 90% after the second epoch itself and an accuracy of
more than 95% is obtained on the validation set.
Figure 3.6: C3D training curve
TSM
Since ResNet-18 is used as the backbone network, similar preprocessing techniques are
applied to the frames as mentioned in section 3.3.2. The cross-entropy loss is minimized for
35 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.02 using an SGD optimizer with a momentum of
0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. The learning rate is adjusted to 0.002 and 0.0002 after 12
and 25 epochs respectively. Figure 3.7 depicts the model performance and one can see that
the model saturates at an accuracy of 93% on the validation set after 15 epochs.
3.3.3 Precision-Recall curve
The Precision-Recall curve for the three models is computed by evaluation on 561 clips
in the validation set. The class ‘investigate’ is set as the positive label, and from Figure
3.8, one can see that C3D and TSM produce very comparable results with a mean Average
Precision(mAP) of 0.944 and 0.965 respectively. LRCN achieves an mAP of 0.892.
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Figure 3.7: TSM training curve
3.3.4 Annotation Metric
Since all accuracy evaluations are made for action clips on which the models were trained,
it is imperative that continuous action recognition performance is measured for different
models. To that end, all the videos in the dataset are annotated using LRCN, C3D, and
TSM, by splitting up the video into clips of 30 frames and predicting an action for every
clip. A custom metric is devised to evaluate the annotations obtained by the three models.
Consider each video V in our dataset D. Let Gt(f) and Pred(f) be functions which
output the groundtruth and predicted action class, i.e. 0 (explore) or 1 (investigate) for
each frame f in video V . Note that all the frames in a clip gets assigned the predicted
action. FC(V ) is the total number of frame in the video V .
We define a true positive h(f) and a false positive m(f) on frame f as follows:
h(f) =
1 if Gt(f) = 1 and Pred(f) = 10 otherwise m(f) =
1 if Gt(f) = 0 and Pred(f) = 10 otherwise
(3.1)












Intuitively, we can think of TPR as the rate at which our model correctly predicted the
action ‘investigate’, and FPR as the rate at which it falsely labeled a frame belonging to the
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‘explore’ class as ‘investigate’. Hence, we would like to maximize TPR as much as possible
while keeping FPR low. Note that this metric is evaluated at the frame level and is different
from a clip-level metric like accuracy and precision recall.
We can see that LRCN has the highest mean TPR of 97.2%, but it suffers from a high
mean FPR as well, 18.6%. This means that LRCN has a higher tendency to label a frame
as an ‘investigate’ frame and has a weaker discriminative power compared to C3D or TSM.
Both C3D and TSM have comparable TPRs of 90.5% and 90.7% respectively, and very low
FPRs of 8.7% and 9.0% respectively.
Figure 3.8: Precision-Recall curves on the
testing dataset
Model TPR FPR Clip accuracy
LRCN 97.2% 18.6% 93%
C3D 90.5% 8.7% 95%
TSM 90.7% 9.0% 93%
Table 3.1: Evaluation Metrics
3.3.5 Computational Performance
An Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697 machine with 128GB RAM and 28 cores was used
to measure the computational performance of different models on a CPU. The following
metrics are compared for each model - Frames per second achieved during inference (FPS),
multiply-accumulate operations in billions (GMACs), number of model parameters, and the
memory requirements of the model. TSM achieves the maximum frame rate per second due
to its computational efficiency obtained due to a lesser number of parameters. The multiply-
accumulate operations and the number of parameters are obtained by profiling the model in
PyTorch. TSM once again outperforms C3D and LRCN in these metrics. The only positive
aspect of LRCN is the compact memory requirements for the model.
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Figure 3.9: Annotation Metric comparison across models
Model FPS GMACs # Parameters Memory (in MB)
LRCN 18.20 109.43 13.30 M 51.85
C3D 110.84 17.5 65.67 M 286.69
TSM 125.19 14.57 11.18 M 86
Table 3.2: Computational Performance Metrics
3.4 DISCUSSION
The annotation metric introduced in section 3.3.3 is used for measuring the performance
index of trained activity recognition models and the mean true positive rate and mean false-
positive rate for every volume of 30 frames is computed. As seen in Figure 3.9, LRCN
has the worst FPR as compared to C3D and TSM. Additionally, we have clip accuracy
for each model, where C3D performs slightly better than the other two models. However,
both these metrics do not help us understand what action(s) in the video contributed to
a poor confidence score for a given prediction. So, we further carry out an experiment
to understand model limitations and identify challenges for recognizing activity in certain
situations. With granular visualization of results, we see specific trends in the observed TPR
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Figure 3.10: TPR and FPR for TSM
and FPR. Annotated videos with higher FPRs are chosen to find conclusive evidence and
to investigate some of the common pitfalls of a model.
Based on the sniffing behavior of pig in the annotated video, we branch out recurring
issues into the following two hypotheses:
1. Recognizing constantly changing activity: In this scenario, we expect the pig to
rapidly toggle between two actions. Such a situation has come out to be one of the prominent
reasons for the observed dip in accuracy for all the models.
2. Consistency in recognizing constant activity: Here, we vouch for the robustness of
the model to predict continuing action accurately. This is another major challenge faced by
obtained action recognition models. Usually, this is random and occurs for both categories
of classification.
For instance:
• Video 543: [Timestamp: 1:10s, 1:18s] Both the issues mentioned above are seen in
the case of LRCN and C3D as both the models wrongly tag the action as ‘Investigate’.
TSM identifies the action correctly as it accounts for smooth temporal pooling of
features.
• Video 704: [Timestamp: 2:04s] TSM and C3D do not cope up with the rapidly
changing actions in this clip and output an incorrect prediction. LRCN works well for
constantly toggling activity.
• Video 862: [Timestamp: 1:20s] Even though no misclassification is taking place in
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Figure 3.11: TPR and FPR for C3D
Figure 3.12: TPR and FPR for LRCN
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this clip, variations are seen in the classification confidence scores of the constant
activity detected. TSM and LRCN observe fewer fluctuations as compared to C3D.
Additionally, there are many more examples to validate the above-mentioned hypothesis
and evaluate the performance of annotated videos. In summary, LRCN and TSM show
better results in both cases. The only drawback of LRCN is that its runtime is on a higher
side compared to that of the other two models, but with more stability. Thus, it can be
concluded that TSM achieves superior performance at a higher FPS, low computational
latency, and generates reasonably fair results in classifying activities for our pig dataset.
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CHAPTER 4: TRACKING GROW-FINISH PIGS ACROSS LARGE PENS
USING MULTIPLE CAMERAS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Pigs are one of the most commonly raised animals in the world as they are the primary
protein source for millions of people across numerous different cultures and geographical
regions [41]. The increasing population has put more strain on the demand for meat products.
In order to ensure efficient production of pigs, it is imperative that the animals are observed
on an individual level for health monitoring. Monitoring the behavior of pigs is crucial as
researchers have been able to identify the links between an animal’s health and its behavior
[42]. Subjective human observation of animal behavior for assessment is infeasible, as only
a few seconds for each animal can be observed every day [43]. Moreover, farms have also
grown larger, and there has been a reduction in staff time per pig [44]. This motivates our
problem to monitor pigs residing in multiple pens with overlapping camera views.
In this chapter, we focus on the continuous tracking of pigs in a grow-finish pen across
multiple camera views. We detect and track pigs in a given view using state-of-the-art
object detection and tracking models. We then use the homography between the camera
views to assign a global identity to each pig across multiple camera views, thereby achieving
global tracking. By utilizing the proximity of the pigs to the designated drinker and feeder,
the drinking and feeding behaviors are estimated, stored and indexed, so that they can
be queried retrospectively. In order to validate our methods, we monitor two pens over a
period of 8 weeks using a carefully designed camera setup. An outline of our system design
is summarized in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: An overview of the System Design
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Our primary contributions are as follows:
• We present a homography-based multi-camera tracking system for assigning global
identities to pigs.
• We present the first-ever multi-camera dataset for monitoring livestock.
In the following sections of this chapter, we will first provide a background of the state-
of-the-art object detection and tracking models used in our system. We will then introduce
the global multi-camera tracking algorithm and the nuances in estimating the homography
between views. We briefly describe our behavior estimation and querying modules and
present the experiments done to validate our current setup. We end the chapter with an
extensive discussion on the issues faced in deploying our methods in a commercial setting.
4.2 BACKGROUND
4.2.1 Pig Detection using YOLOv4
Figure 4.2: YOLOv4 architecture [45]
The detection of pigs in our system is achieved by using the state-of-the-art YOLOv4
model [45]. YOLOv4 incorporates Weighted-Residual-Connections, Cross-Stage-Partial-
connections, Cross mini-Batch Normalization, Self-adversarial-training, Mish activation, Mo-
saic data augmentation, DropBlock regularization, and CIoU loss and combines them to
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achieve faster detections and outperform all available one-stage object detectors. As depicted
in figure 4.2, YOLOv4 uses YOLOv3 as its head network, which itself is an improvement
over previous YOLO detection networks. Given an input image, features are extracted at
different scales using the Darknet-53 architecture as the backbone architecture. The final
layer predicts the bounding box, objectness, and class predictions.
The final layer is split into SxS grid cells and B anchor boxes are generated for each
grid cell. The loss function consists of components that contain the regression loss, the
classification loss, and object confidence loss.






























Here, (x, y), w and h are the groundtruth center, width and height of the bounding boxes
and (x̂, ŷ), ŵ and ĥ are the predicted center, width and height of the bounding boxes. Ĉ
indicates the probability of an object present in that particular anchor box as predicted by
the model and p(.) is the probability of the predicted class. BCE(.) is the binary cross-
entropy.
Night time detection
Infrared images are low contrast in nature. Hence additional post-processing steps is
added for detecting pigs during the night under infrared lights. To enhance the contrast
of images, each image was processed using gamma correction, followed by contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [46].
Gamma correction is a non-linear transformation that scales each pixel value using the
following transformation:
GCI = NIγ (4.5)
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(a) IR image of Pen B (b) Enhanced image of Pen B
Figure 4.3: Enhancing infrared images using Gamma correction and CLAHE
Where NI is the input image scaled between [0, 1] and γ is the gamma value. The output
image GCI is then scaled back to the range [0, 255].
CLAHE is a variant of Adaptive histogram equalization which takes care of over-amplification
of the contrast. CLAHE operates on small regions in the image, referred to as tiles, rather
than the entire image, and computes the local histogram of the pixel values. Then each of
the tiles is histogram equalized. If any histogram bin is above the specified contrast limit c,
those pixels are clipped and distributed uniformly to other bins before applying histogram
equalization. After equalization, to remove artifacts in tile borders, bilinear interpolation is
applied. In our experiments, c is set to 5.
In our approach, c is set to 5 and γ is set to 2.0. Figure 4.3 depicts the result of our
method.
4.2.2 Local Pig Tracking using DeepSORT
DeepSORT [12] is an extension of the Simple Online and Real-Time tracking algorithm
(SORT) [11] which utilizes a traditional Kalman-based filter and Hungarian method to
track objects frame by frame. While this method is effective in simple environments, it is
inaccurate in environments with occlusions. If an object remains undetected for some time
and reappears, this method will assign a new id to the same object, known as an identity
switch. In addition to the Kalman filter and Hungarian method, Deep SORT employs 2
algorithms: a deep association metric and the Mahalanobis distance. The deep association
metric uses appearance features generated from a CNN on the object to identify tracks,
which is especially useful in the event of occlusion and unpredictable object movement.
The Mahalanobis associates tracks from the predicted track location, which is accurate in
predictable movement. Together, both metrics can be balanced by a hyperparameter to
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provide a method that greatly reduces identity switches from its predecessor SORT.
All the detections generated from the YOLO model are sent to the Deep SORT model
to be considered for tracks. If there is a match between an existing track and detection
via the methods described earlier, the track is confirmed. If the detection is not associated
with a known track, it is unconfirmed until a certain amount of time passes to prevent false
positives. If the track still exists after some time, the track is confirmed. Conversely, if there
is a track without detection, it will continue to exist for a certain amount of time to prevent
false negatives. If there is no detection associated with the track by that time, the track is
removed.
While Deep SORT is much more accurate than the SORT algorithm, it comes at the
cost of some performance. In the original paper, Deep SORT achieved 40 Hz compared to
SORT’s 60 Hz on a GTX 1050, a 33% decrease. However, the time complexity of our method
is limited by the YOLO detection model, so it is unlikely we would see a sizable difference
in speed. On the other hand, it achieved a 45% decrease in identity switches compared to
the original algorithm. Since our method relies on as few identity switches as possible with
a more modern GPU, Deep SORT is the appropriate algorithm.
4.3 GLOBAL PIG TRACKING
4.3.1 Camera Calibration
The wide-angled lens of Amcrest cameras introduces radial and tangential distortion in
the resultant video feeds. Radial distortion causes straight lines to appear curved and
becomes larger the farther points are from the center of the image. Radial distortion can be
represented as follows:
xdistorted = x ∗ (1 + k1r2 + k2r4 + k3r6) (4.6)
ydistorted = y ∗ (1 + k1r2 + k2r4 + k3r6) (4.7)
where (x, y) are pixel coordinates had the image not been distorted, and r is the radial
distance of the coordinates from the image center.
Similarly, tangential distortion occurs because the image-taking lens is not aligned per-
fectly parallel to the imaging plane. As a result, some areas in the image may look nearer
than expected. The amount of tangential distortion can be represented as below:
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xdistorted = x+ [2p1xy + p2(r
2 + 2x2)] (4.8)
ydistorted = y + [p1(r
2 + 2y2) + 2p2xy] (4.9)
Hence, the five parameters, known as Distortion Coefficients, are given by:
Distortion Coefficients = (k1, k2, p1, p2, k3) (4.10)
Intrinsic parameters are specific to a camera. They include information like focal length
(fx, fy) and optical centers (cx, cy). The focal length and optical centers can be used to
create a camera matrix, which can be used to remove distortion due to the lenses of a specific
camera. The camera matrix is unique to a specific camera, and once calculated, it can be
reused on other images taken by the same camera. It is expressed as a 3x3 matrix:
K =
fx 0 cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
 (4.11)
(a) Before Camera Calibration (b) After Camera Calibration
Figure 4.4: Camera Calibration of Pen B video feed
The intrinsic parameters and the distortion coefficients are estimated using Zhang’s method
for camera auto-calibration[47]. The distortion in the video feed is rectified once the intrin-
sic parameters of the camera are estimated, as depicted in Fig 4.4. It should be noted that
the camera calibration process introduces some edge artifacts, but does not affect the visual
geometry of the floor pen, which is important for estimating homography.
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4.3.2 Homography Estimation
Any two images of the same planar surface in space are related by a homography. In our
case, the planar surface is the pen floor. Consider the undistorted images rectified by the
calibration process as described in the previous section. Assuming that the angled view is
aligned with the world coordinate axes and has no translation, a 3-D point P is mapped to
the 2-D pixel point pangled in the Angled view using the following relation:
λ1 ∗ pangled = K[I|0]P (4.12)
where K is the intrinsic parameter matrix as defined in the previous section, I is a 3x3











Similarly, the same 3-D point P is mapped to the 2-D pixel point pceiling in the ceiling
view using the following relation:
λ2 ∗ pceiling = K[R|t]P (4.14)
where R and t is the relative rotation and translation of the Ceiling view w.r.t the Angled
view. Note that λ1 and λ2 are free parameters as multiple 3-D points can get mapped to
the same 2-D point in the image due to single-view ambiguity. Our task is to estimate a
homography H(.) such that
xangled = H(xceiling) (4.15)
If the extrinsic parameters of the cameras can be estimated, then R and t can be used to
identify
In an ideal scenario, having many 3D-2D correspondences between the floor pen and
the corresponding image views can help in obtaining the homography accurately. Obtaining
those correspondences is challenging at a farm due to the heavy volumes of pigs being raised.
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Figure 4.5: Inaccuracies in estimating vanishing points for different views. The red dot
indicate the vanishing point. The vanishing point along X-axis is at infinity as both views
have a two-point perspective.
In the absence of such correspondences, there are multiple methods that can be potentially
used to estimate homography between two camera views:
1. 2D-2D keypoint matches followed by RANSAC: In this method, key points of the
planar surface from two views are matched, either manually by inspection or by using
keypoint matching algorithms such as SIFT[48] or SURF[49]. The homography matrix
is then estimated by using the RANSAC[50] algorithm. We cannot use this method
in our setup as this method assumes that there is no relative translation between the
camera views, but it can be used in scenarios where two cameras placed very close to
each other monitor large pens.
2. Fundamental Matrix estimation using Epipolar Geometry: In this method, 2D-2D
keypoint matches are provided input to the normalized eight-point algorithm [51] to
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estimate the Fundamental Matrix between the two views. The essential matrix is then
estimated as E = (K−1)TFK−1. The singular value decomposition of E can be used to
extract the relative rotation R and translation t between the two views. This method
did not yield promising results, as the error in K induced due to the camera calibration
step and the error in estimating F add up, leading to poor homography between the
two views.
3. Vanishing Points calibration: Vanishing points are useful in estimating the rotation
matrix of any camera w.r.t the world coordinate system[52]. In this method, the
vanishing points for camera views are estimated by manually annotating the images
with lines that are parallel in the real world. The rotation matrices Rangled and Rceiling
are individually computed and the relative perspective transform from the Ceiling view
to the Angled view is given by H = KRangledR
T
ceilingK
−1. As the perspective transform
induces distortion artifacts, the common region of interest can be further finetuned by
finding a linear mapping between the original Angled view and the transformed Ceiling
view. Since there are three sources of errors in this step - for estimating the vanishing
points, K, and the final linear mapping, this method did not yield good results.
We adopt the following algorithm to estimate the homography Hceiling→angled without using
2D-3D corresponding of the pen floor:
1. Using a perspective transformation, the Ceiling view is first transformed into a top-
down view parallel to the pen floor. The homography between these two views is
denoted as Hceiling→top-ceiling(.) and the resultant image can be seen in Figure 4.6c
2. The Angled view is then transformed into a top-down view using a similar per-
spective transformation. The homography between these two views is denoted as
Hangled→top-angled(.) and the resultant image can be seen in Figure 4.6d.
3. Since both the top-down views are parallel to the pen floor, key points from the
overlapping regions of both these views are matched manually by inspection, and a
homography is estimated using RANSAC. The homography between these two views
is denoted as Htop-ceiling→top-angled.








(a) Calibrated Ceiling view image (b) Calibrated Angled view image
(c) Top-down perspective of the Ceiling view
(d) Top-down perspective of the Angled view
Figure 4.6: Homography Estimation for Pen C floor
4.3.3 Track Matching Algorithm
We use the homography Hceiling→angled computed in the previous subsection to develop a
multi-camera tracking algorithm for matching tracks in the Ceiling view and the Angled
view.
The bounding box from the Ceiling view can be treated as an approximate box on the pen
floor in which the corresponding pig is contained. The bounding box from the ceiling view
is then projected under the homography to a quadrilateral in the Angled view, as depicted
in Figure 4.7b. The transformed quadrilateral is then matched with a bounding box in the
Angled view with which it has significant overlap in terms of the pixel area. As seen in
Figure 4.7c, ID 56 in the Ceiling view will be matched with ID 6 in the Angled view.
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Algorithm 4.1: Multi-Camera Tracking algorithm
Data: Set of c and a local pig IDs and bounding boxes in Ceiling view and Angled
view respectively: ceiling tracks, angled tracks
Result: Dictionary of matches between ceiling ids and angled ids: matches
/* Transform the bounding boxes in Ceiling Tracks using homography */
transformed ceiling tracks = Hceiling→angled(ceiling tracks);
/* Compute the intersection of transformed boxes with angled tracks */
matrix = [] ; // size of the matrix will be c x a
for (ceiling id, bbox) in transformed ceiling tracks do
matrix.append(intersection(bbox, angled tracks));
end
/* Greedily pop the max value from the matrix and enter in matches */
matches = {};
while non-zero entry in matrix exists do
ceiling id, angled id = matrix.argmax();
matches[:, angled id] = 0 ; // ensures that this angled id is not
considered for matching in subsequent iterations
if ceiling id in matches then
continue;
else
matches[ceiling id] = angled id;
end
end
4.4 QUERYING FOR BEHAVIORS
4.4.1 Behavior Estimation
The input to the behavior estimation module is the bounding box detections predicted by
YOLO. Drinking and Feeding behaviors are estimated by calculating the overlap and the
orientation of the bounding box w.r.t to the drinker and the feeder respectively. Figure 4.8
depicts an instance where a feeding behavior is detected. The time interval for the behavior
exhibited is recorded, indexed, and stored as described in the following subsection.
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(a) Bounding boxes detected in Ceiling view
(b) Perspective transformation using homography
(c) Transformed boxes along with bounding boxes in Angled view
Figure 4.7: Visual representation of the Tracking algorithm.
4.4.2 Retrospective Queries
To retrospectively query for the drinking and feeding patterns of a particular pig or a
pen in a huge video surveillance dataset, an efficient mechanism to store and retrieve the
intervals of interest is important. To that end, an interval tree [53] is used to index the
intervals of behavior obtained from the Behavior Estimation module.
Every leaf node in the interval tree consists of a time interval, the behavior exhibited, and
the global pig ID. The interval tree index is constructed in O(n ∗ log(n)) time and storing
the index requires O(n) space. Queries require O(log(n) + m) time, with n being the total
number of intervals and m being the number of reported results.
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Figure 4.8: Feeding Behavior Estimation
4.5 EXPERIMENTS
4.5.1 Deployment
Pens B and C at the Imported Swine Research Laboratory (ISRL) located in UIUC serve
as the research testbed for the surveillance deployment. The following equipment was used
for the surveillance setup:
• Three Amcrest UltraHD Security Cameras [54]: These were used to obtain 4K resolu-
tion images along with the audio.
• Two Infrared Illuminators [55]: Since the Amcrest cameras have short-ranged infrared
capabilities, both the pens were illuminated by infrared light at 850 nm.
• One PoE Switch [56]: The PoE switch serves two purposes, to power the cameras over
ethernet and to stream the data out from the barn. Taking the barn environment into
consideration, the switch is protected from an IP66 enclosure [57].
A server was set up in the Thomas M. Siebel Center for Computer Science for storing the
data. Since the cameras are IP addressable, they were connected to the internal campus
network over Ethernet and the data was stored using the cameras’ inbuilt FTP interface.
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Each pen is 9.1m long and 3.5 m wide. Each pen is monitored using two views - an angled
view is used to capture the feeding patterns for each pen and a ceiling view is used to capture
the drinking pattern for both the pens.
4.5.2 Dataset Preparation
(a) RGB image of Pen B (b) Enhanced image of Pen B
Figure 4.9: Data augmentation using night-time transformation
The dataset was collected for 8 weeks between 28 Oct 2021 and 21 Dec 2021 in the
grow-finish barn where 17 and 16 pigs were raised in pens B and C respectively. The 4K
resolution (3840x2160 pixels) video was collected at 15 frames per second and stored using
H.264H encoding at a bit rate of 8Mbps.
For building an object detection model, 429 images were sampled and annotated using the
VGG Image Annotator [58]. The images were split in an 80:20 split such that the training
set contained 343 images and the validation set contained 86 images. The images were
augmented with grayscale transformation, as depicted in Figure 4.9, in order to detect pigs
at night. The transformation is similar to the ones described in Section 4.2.1.
4.5.3 Model training and evaluation
The YOLOv4 model was trained on an Nvidia V100 GPU provided by the HAL computing
cluster [59] at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. The model was configured for
an input resolution of 608x608 and optimized for 2000 iterations with a batch size of 64, a
learning rate of 0.001, and momentum of 0.95. Figure 4.10 depicts training loss and it can
be seen that the model achieves convergence after 200 iterations. A mean Average Precision
of 99.5% and an average Intersection over Union of 80.52% is achieved on the validation set,
whereas the same numbers are 99.72% and 82.85% on the training set.
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Figure 4.10: Training curve for YOLO Figure 4.11: 2D-2D correspondences between
Ceiling and Angled view
4.5.4 Camera Calibration
The camera calibration process is only done for the angled views of Pen B and Pen C. For a
particular view, a video segment is captured where different viewing angles of a checkerboard
are captured, as depicted in Figure 4.12. Frames are sampled randomly from this video
segment and used in the auto-calibration process to extract the intrinsic camera parameters
along with distortion coefficients explained in section 4.3. The overall Root Mean Squared
Re-projection error is also reported in Table 4.1. Assuming that both Amcrest cameras are
identical in nature, the parameters with the lowest RMS value are chosen for undistortion -
in this case, the angled Pen B view.
Figure 4.12: Camera Calibration using Zhang’s method
View fx fy cx cy k1 k2 p1 p2 k3 RMS error
Pen B 2183 2188 1836 1093 -0.41 0.21 0.0016 0.00025 -0.053 3.75
Pen C 2689 2713 1823 1007 -0.66 0.67 -0.0043 0.0047 -0.35 5.27
Table 4.1: Camera Calibration Output
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4.5.5 Homography Matrices
Table 4.2 depicts the homography matrices obtained for Pen C. Htop-ceiling→top-angled is
obtained by applying RANSAC on the 2D-2D correspondences between the two views, as
depicted in Figure 4.11. The average residual error obtained is 16.657938.
Hceiling→top-ceiling Hangled→top-angled Htop-ceiling→top-angled1.724 0.43 −1541.8680.065 1.735 −850.085
0 0 1
 1.822 1.112 −2756.9870.005 2.185 −54.288
0 0.002 1
  0.93 0.076 −100.862−0.017 1.038 14.516
0 0 1

Table 4.2: Homography matrices computed for different transformations
4.6 DISCUSSION
4.6.1 Issues in Detecting Pigs using YOLO
Figure 4.13: Issues in Detecting Pigs in an uncontrolled environment
Even though detecting pigs by a direct application of state-of-the-art deep learning models,
such as YOLO, yield great results, there are several scenarios where detection of pigs becomes
very challenging. One of the most common impediments to detection is occlusion. If a pig
is partially or completely occluded in any of the views, then the model tends to either miss
the pig completely or predicts a bigger bounding box encompassing more than one pig,
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which leads to missed detections in either case. Having two cameras views helps in partially
alleviating this problem, but occlusions still remain a primary source for False Negatives.
Pigs tend to huddle in pens to keep themselves warm as a group. This huddling tendency
gives rise to another source of error. Usually, a post-processing non-maximal suppression step
in the object detection pipeline helps in selecting the best bounding box with the maximum
confidence score. But since there are not many visually distinguishing features for a pig,
the model considers a part of the pig to be the whole pig itself, a phenomenon that is not
suppressed by non-maximal suppression. This leads to a False Positive to be reported. Both
these sources of errors cause the local tracking algorithm to suffer, as false positives lead to
an extra number of tracks and false negatives lead to premature termination of tracks.
One can see both kinds of errors, as described above, in Figure 4.13. The pig in the bottom
left of the frame is not detected by the model due to heavy occlusion from other pigs and the
pen door. One way to mitigate this issue can be to augment the dataset by emulating the
artifacts caused due to the pen environment, such as occlusions from grid-like doors in this
case. Additionally, detections ‘Pig-39’ and ‘Pig-15’ in the Figure 4.13 belong to the same
pig. Here, ‘Pig-39’ predicts a bounding box for a part of the pig and it should be ideally
suppressed. It is also worthy to note that ‘Pig-16’ in the same figure is falsely detected as
the two hind legs belonging to two different pigs confuse the model into believing that it is
a single pig.
4.6.2 Issues in Tracking Pigs using DeepSORT
The issues in detection as described in the previous subsection affect the tracking perfor-
mance of DeepSORT. In addition to false and missed detections, which affect track gener-
ation and deletion by DeepSORT, another primary source of tracking errors is induced by
rapid movements in a pig huddle. As seen in Figure 4.14, the identity of Pigs 11 and 16 get
swapped due to a rapid social interaction with Pig 12.
Theoretically, DeepSORT should tackle and minimize such identity swaps as it uses an
appearance model for re-identification. But the lack of visually distinguishing features be-
tween pigs calls for advanced re-identification algorithms while tracking. One potential
future direction can be to conduct a gait analysis of pigs to reidentify them upon occlusion.
4.6.3 Issues in Global Tracking
The inherent problems in detection and tracking described in the previous subsections
affect global tracking, as false detections can lead to false correspondences between different
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Figure 4.14: Identity Swap in DeepSORT
views. The algorithm is also sensitive to variations in detections from a pig huddle, as any
error in homography estimation can magnify and lead to an identity swap between multiple
pigs. This issue can be mitigated by precise homography estimation and by only assigning a
global ID for pigs that have higher confidence of overlap between the detections in the two
views.
Additionally, the multi-camera algorithm described in section 4.2.2 works under the as-
sumption that all the cameras are synchronized with each other. But the camera recordings
provided by Amcrest’s FTP storage had a variable delay of roughly 1-2 seconds between the
Ceiling and the Angled views. The delay needs to be fixed manually before every iteration as
such homography-based multi-camera trackers need tight synchronization between the two
views.
4.6.4 Improved Behavior Recognition
Detecting behaviors and postures of pigs in a pen environment are very important as those
are strong indicators of the physical health of the pen and animal welfare, in general. The
current approach for detecting drinking and feeding activities uses the proximity of the pig
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to the drinkers and feeders and is very specific to the geometry of the pen. But detecting
complex social interactions such as head tossing, socialization, running, etc. require advanced
action localization algorithms. There is a need to curate action recognition and keypoint
detection datasets with pre-defined ethograms, as described in the previous chapter, so that
action localization and pose estimation models can be built on top of it.
4.6.5 Edge Computing Requirements
Commercial farms traditionally have a strict policy for data management, as no data is
desired to leave the farm. In order to deploy computer vision methods in such farms by
overcoming these constraints, there is a need to leverage compute power of edge devices.
Modern Edge Computing devices, such as NVIDIA’s Jetson Nano, come with an onboard
GPU, but our experiments show that the models cannot be deployed directly due to their
size and computational complexity. Hence, there is a need to develop lighter and accurate
models which can run on Edge Computing devices.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Behavioral scoring of research data is crucial for extracting domain-specific metrics but is
bottlenecked on the ability to analyze enormous volumes of information using human labor.
Deep Learning is widely viewed as a key advancement to relieve this bottleneck. In chapter
3, we demonstrate the application of state-of-the-art action recognition models on a pig
dataset captured in a controlled experimental setup. We compared LRCN, C3D, and TSM
on the basis of various analytical and computational metrics and discussed common pitfalls
of the models. Our methods achieve an accuracy of more than 93% and a precision of more
than 90% in estimating piglet behavior.
In chapter 4, we focus on the application of deep learning techniques for livestock monitor-
ing in an uncontrolled farm setup. Livestock monitoring is becoming increasingly important
to ensure animal welfare. In order to tackle the problem of monitoring livestock residing in
large pens, we propose homography-based multi-camera tracking. We describe a proximity-
based behavior detection method for pigs and an efficient way to retrieve past behaviors upon
the query. To validate our methods, we present a multi-camera pig dataset. Our detection
module consists of a state-of-the-art YOLOv4 model which has a mean Average Precision
of more than 99% on our validation dataset. We open-source the first-ever multi-camera
tracking dataset, that can be leveraged to build commercial applications for pig detection
and monitoring.
In both chapters 3 and 4, we discuss the challenges in tracking pigs under a controlled lab
setting as well as uncontrolled farm environments. Since behavioral scoring of pigs needs to
perform on par with human annotators, it is imperative that the models capture the rapid
movements of pigs, which is inherent to the animal. On the other hand, the challenges in
detecting and tracking pigs in a rough setting are caused due to the social nature of pigs.
Occlusions and huddling behavior cause the model to miss occurrences of pigs.
To alleviate some of the challenges, different future directions in both systems can be
pursued. For tackling the rapid fluctuations in pig behavior in the system described in
chapter 3, a joint action localization, and keypoint detection model can be built so that
the proximity of the pig from the novel objects can be fed as input the action localization
module. This direction would involve training a multi-task learning model, which has been
discussed extensively in deep learning literature [60].
Given that the errors in the different stages of the system pipeline described in 4 compound,
novel re-identification algorithms can be devised to track pigs reliably in farm environments.
There have been efforts to build facial recognition systems for pigs in the past[61], but
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such methods cannot be used for re-identification as the pigs become dirty in dusty farm
environments. A more involved model, which would capture the gait of an animal [62], along
with its pose, would serve as a practical re-identification algorithm.
In conclusion, the methods described in this thesis serve as a promising step in the direction
of livestock monitoring. In order to identify complex behaviors exhibited by animals, more
datasets should be captured in the wild and open-sourced for public use. These datasets
should be annotated using formal ethograms, and advanced deep learning models should
be fine-tuned for the challenging cases discussed. The tools described in the chapters serve
as proof that interdisciplinary collaboration between Computer Science and the Animal
Sciences can help in expediting research for animal scientists as well as augmenting the lives
of a modern farmer in monitoring livestock.
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